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In 1797 the Norman Cross Depot was built in Cambridgeshire UK to house thousands 
of French prisoners of war over the eventual 17 year war with France. Thousands of 
French soldiers were imprisoned here on the outskirts of Peterborough until Napoleon 
was defeated and the prison was decommissioned and buried over time. While there was 
certainly no lack of animosity towards the French, some allowances were made in the 
interest of international conviviality and general politeness. The prisoners were allowed to 
keep their minds active through creative outlets, of particular interest were their different 
sculptural practices. From the waste leftover from daily meals some people picked out 
bones to carve, connect and inlay together to create lastingly beautiful and intricately 
confounding sculptures. These bone sculptures ranged through many different forms and 
subjects including games such as cards, pick-up sticks, dominos and marbles as well as 
animals, people, buildings, landscapes and much more. The most committed and deft-
handed of these sculptors would create scenes of their lives and surroundings right down 
to the patterns of architecture and design and the characters within such as guards, inmates 
and the odd village citizen. These sculptures incorporated levers and hinges to move each of 
its elements up stairs, out windows, across rails and all around. Twice a week the prisoners’ 
wares were taken to the local markets where residents could buy or trade these detailed 
wonders. Repetitive motifs throughout these sculptures reflected the intricacy and labour 
of local architecture, particularly that within the cathedral that dominated the landscape in 
Peterborough. With elements over a thousand years old this building boasts some stunning 
pieces of art, design and architecture that pushes human handiwork into the sublime. 
While much of what astounds was intentionally created to provoke awe there are also some 
inadvertent occurrences that really add to the sense of transcendence. Hard rock steps that 
have ever so slowly been worn down by millions of feet and the stiff wooden armrests’ 
transformations into seductively smooth mounds really deserve as much attention as the 
glorious craft and art within and without. I’ve sat in my studio with a small square of pine 
rubbing my hand repetitively over its edges but it felt like my skin would give out before the 
wood took on anything near the softness and age evident in so many materials and objects 
that have passed through time. The original church, known simply as Medeshamstede, was 
founded in the reign of the Anglo-Saxon King Peada of the Middle Angles in about 655 
AD, as one of the first centres of Christianity in central England. This lasted at least until 
870 when it was supposedly destroyed by Vikings. Over hundreds of years the structure 
was rebuilt, added to and adapted, attacked and damaged, expanded and developed until 
taking shape as it holds today. The selection of the site for this monumental building was 
primarily attributed to its closeness to a large river upon which its building materials were 



transported. Its core construction is from Barnack limestone quarried nearby and paid 
for with tens of thousands of eels. Enormous blocks sometimes over a metre long were 
loaded onto river barges and hauled along by roped slaves walking on the shoreline. At its 
time of initial construction over 10% of England’s population were slaves. Slaves in England 
came from both local and distant sources with peoples of different countries and cultures 
often holding differing favour at different times over the years. Over the past 2000 years 
there were often contradictory states of permission and aversion coexisting as slaves and 
slave owners rallied and fought for what they thought was righteous. In the later years 
of slavery Bristol was the key port in England for the import of primarily African slaves. 
There are caves and tunnel systems under the city where these slaves were held prior to 
transportation to their owners either within England or more commonly to America. Some 
of these underground lairs are naturally occurring while others are dug out and extended 
labyrinths often dating back to the many illegal ships operating in the area where pirates 
would hide their loot before their ships were officially inspected.  Certain areas of these cave 
systems are only accessible during particular weather cycles allowing traders to store their 
goods without fear of others finding it or of these goods escaping.  While certain forms of 
ownership and exploitation of human produce were disputed and disallowed at different 
times, it wasn’t until 1833 that slavery in Britain was abolished. One of the prime British 
campaigners against slavery was William Knibb who was born in Kettering and spent much 
of his life working in Jamaica. Proud of its role putting a stop to this inhumane trade and 
exploitation, Kettering now boasts an image of a freed slave with broken shackles upon its 
coat of arms. Kettering is also where my mum was born and where I spent some time in 
2009. About 40 kilometres northeast of here lies Peterborough, the town where my mum 
and grandparents lived for three years in the mid fifties. During my stay there I caught a bus 
to Oxford to see the sites. Walking around I saw the local museum – a grand and ambitious 
collection spanning many thousands of centuries, civilizations and cultures. One piece in 
particular caught my eye. It was a Chinese ivory sculpture of highly patterned balls sitting 
within each other like a babushka doll. It was a single piece of material so intricately and 
slowly carved it just stuck with me. The outer ball was about 8cm in diameter and housed 
at least ten more balls within, each of which was carved by hand by somehow reaching their 
tools through the floral and animal patterns of each surrounding ball. It was made and used 
traditionally as a puzzle game where the player tried to line up recurring holes on all of the 
balls, although now they’re sold cheaply as common tourist fare. While this singular piece 
of constructed amazement stands in a class of its own, the bone sculptures sitting dustily 
within Peterborough’s paltry museum still resound with their own human mystery.








